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Future end-use markets are being molded by the joint influences of technological change, efficiency
standards, utility DSM programs, and market forces. Analysis of these factors requires a well-defined
framework for constructing and analyzing consumer decisions within the context of dynamic technology
scenarios. These scenarios must allow for the introduction of new equipment design options, restrictions
imposed by efficiency standards, and incentives provided by utility DSM programs. It is also necessary to
examine interactions among end uses, especially the relationship between improved appliance efficiency
and heating and cooling loads.

This paper provides a discussion of technology issues for three major residential end-use categories:
refrigerators, central air conditioners, and electric resistance water heaters. The analysis is carried out
using the REEPS 2.0 framework. Conclusions are reached about the differential roles of standards, DSM
programs, and market forces for each end use.

Introduction

Residential energy analysis efforts are
increasingly on the construction of technology scenarios
for the analysis of end-use efficiency. There are three

forces behind this trend:

e in end-use technologies and appliance
manu:rac'turmg methods have ch ed dramatically the
C!n~~,r\t1t"111"r'l1 of available to consumers&

e and efficiency standards are
UmlltUJlg the efficiency range toward the end of

e within this limited range, DSM
programs are incentives for consumers to
pUlrcn;ase the most efficient of the reIlnalmDl2 VI!Ja..l\.IUi:)&

Because of the ma.2DJltucle of the changes involved, direct
analysis of and thermal efficiency has become a
plannJffi2 Iml:>er.atl\re for utilities. The natural framework

~n~lmVQ1Q has two pieces: (a) a wen-defined
.rI~C!f"'Mh'!l1"l10' (l'vlulmlIC technology scenarios and

a for modeling consumer decisions
within the context of these scenarios&

In the specification of technology scenarios, it is not
to look at current technologies, current standards,

and current DSM programs. Instead, it is necessary to
construct a long-run technology scenario for each major
end-use. In this construction, explicit assumptions are

r~IUllred about the and introduction of future
technology options& Also, explicit assumptions about
future changes in efficiency standards are required&
Finally, the magnitude and long-run focus of DSM
programs must be specified.

This paper presents detailed results of residential
technology analysis at the national leveL End uses covered
include air conditioning equipment, water heaters, and
refrigerators. The analysis is carried out using the REEPS
2.0 framework, developed by EPRI. Conclusions are
reached about the differential roles of standards, DSM
programs and market forces for each product class.

Framework

To evaluate the relative roles of standards and DSM
programs, it is necessary to recognize four distinct types
of analysis issues. These are:

@ Building Envelope Efficiency$ The thermal efficiency
of the building envelope is an important factor for
heating and cooling loads and for ventilation fan
energy use. For the most part, thermal efficiency
standards apply only to new construction, and must be
considered jointly with DSM programs aimed at new
construction. Efficiency standards do not typically
playa role in the retrofit of existing homes, but DSM
programs are often aimed at such changes.
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1 $ Four Aspects ofEfficiency Analysis

Availability variables include fuel availability, legal
and market availability.

@ The second is a set of methods for modeling
awareness of the options and corresponding decision
outcomes~ The approach combines decision
maker segmentation with multinomiallogit and nested
logit decision modelse Four types of decisions are
modeled, new home decisions, replacement
decisions, non-owner acquisitions, and pre-failure
conversions 0

@ The first is a set of methods for describing the range
of technology options, including variables for
specifying the availability of these VIIJ"J.vu,~.

An example of direct interactions is the
between thermal

efficiency. A per-
cent in both win

rather than 40 %, because the

e Equipment efficiency
standards apply at the time of equipment purchase~

DSM programs related to equipment efficiency also
apply to purchase decisions~ The number of purchases
is determined largely by new construction decisions,
replacement decisions, and for some appliances, the
rate of acquisition in existing homes~

@ measures$ This area covers measures or
devices that alter energy use, given equipment
efficiency. For some measures, it is appropriate to
treat energy savings as a change in efficiency, for
example with water heater blankets~ For other
measures, it is more natural to record the savings as a
change in equipment usage, for example with time
clocks or low-flow devices~ Add-on measures typi
cally do not involve major equipment expenditures,
and they are often covered by DSM programs~

e There are four main of inter-
actions that must be considered. These are (a) direct
efficiency interactions, (b) internal (c) usage
.a.U"V.l&. ~~V"AVlll"~ (d) behavioral interactions.

are standard stock
methods are used to compute the gradual

aplDllgm(~e stock average values~

of on direct
application of a technology language for each end usee
L:OJtn.Plone~nts of the are appliance
efficiency, and appliance usagee The concepts that are
used for each end use are consistent with standard
engineering terms and data. reporting methods~ For
example, when talking about air conditioning, size is
measured in kBtu per hour, efficiency is measured an
SEER and usage is measured in annual hours
of usee

Behavioral interactions include rebound effects
and any other changes usage that
offset or n'lnt"l,_B·dn.:r t.lIIil"'hI £\'1 t.lII'lt''8f'''''U'

All energy devices off heat In many
cases, such as inside lighting and first
rern2!erators, 'UlII'lI"hll'.8lU"'l all energy ends up as
"free beat'W in conditioned space. This

interactions with
loads and fan energy reqlulr'ements~

The main usage interactions are for "vater .ll..AV(i..l~"Jl1!..!i.,:;...

'The presence and features of clothes washers and
dish washers the level of hot water
usage, and therefore the value of

tnmIO't~11110al!laIVSE~S lIlaH~at(~, the relative Im'POJrUU1Ce

~rH:llhTQ1Q aspects differs strongly across end uses.
anaLlVSlS C4:>m'POllen'ts are illustrated in 10

For all end uses, efficiency is measured in direct so
that a larger efficiency value implies a more efficient
appliance. Using this approach, Figure 2 depicts the
general framework for describing options.

The framework in REEPS 2.0 has two
for of efficiency decisions.
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1 e(,:nn~Ol()R'V Scenarios

In any year, the of the lowest line the
bottom of the At"1"lIlf"''SI,::3'o"Mt''l'llT range, the least
efficient that are available in the market

When a DSM incentive is cost are
applied to the options that are available and that qualify
for the incentive.

nalysisefrigerator

A.VAVVC;JlI,O'-, it may be necessary to introduce new
to expansion the

due to technological innovation. The
cost, and the phasing of

aV!UIBLbH.1tv into the market must be specified for each of

The two key analysis issues for refrigerators are
eqlnpJrneltlt efficiency and thermal interactions with HVAC
uses. Refrigerator efficiencies have changed dramatically
over the past decade, and another decade of rapid change
lies before us. Today, this appliance is in a complete state
of technology disequilibrium; new units purchased in the
next few years will be radically different from the units
that they replace in the existing stock.

In the REEPS national data base 1991), the
forecast for first refrigerator unit energy consumption

values a decline from about 1250 kWh per
year in 1990 to about 720 kWh in 2010. This decline isto theare

mtroclUCle(L~ the bottom
%'lloU'lICW«1I.IU .. as in 1992 and 1996 in

The line the hi end of the eftllCleJrlCY

1J1iJ ............. llY~, ...... JlUUL4t lIldJJ~atlm2 the most efficient
available on the market~

@ DSM programs the upper

the range. The minimum f'~('nn1r~l1 ...,A.lll.JL ......Jl....,.lll.Jl......._J

level for these programs will over
eSt)ec:laH,V as the incidence of standards narrows

the range of available '\JIiJ'-.iI.Vll.O.

that are

The number of actually
available in the market is too to be modeled in
detaiL For purposes of end-use an~UV:SlS .. similar models
are into a set of design options.
The list of must cover the entire efficiency

over the forecast In the REEPS
framework A when a standard is data for options
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attributed mainly to the strong 1993 national efficiency
standard. The associated loss of refrigerator heat will add
almost 8 tWh to electric heating loads, but will reduce
electric cooling loads by over 3 tWh. The impact on
natural gas and fossil fuel use is an increase of about
130 tBtu, which corresponds to a 3.5% increase in heating
energy use in 2010.

Ue:ljnliti4r>Do Efficiency levels for refrigerators
are measured by an energy factor (EF). This measure
gives the number of cubic feet that can be supported under
test conditions by one kWh per day. The units are
therefore cubic feet per kWh per day or cft/kWh/day. In
general, translation between energy factor and annual
energy use under test conditions (DEC) is as follows:

UEC Size x Use
EF

insulation is a key aspect of refrigerator efficiency.
Manufacturers are presently experimenting with a variety
of evacuated or vacuum panels. This approach promises a
substantial increase in unit efficiencies, although the level
of success, production cost, and timing remain uncertain.
If this technology succeeds and production costs are
reasonable, it is possible that national standards win be
adjusted upward by the tum of the century.

Efficiency Standards. National efficiency standards for
refrigerators are established under the National Appliance
Energy Conservation Act (NAECA 1987). These
standards establish maximum allowable energy-use levels
for seven classes of refrigerators. For each class, a
formula based on size is used to set maximum allowable
energy use. The 1990 standard is currently in place, and a
more stringent standard has been established for 1993

1989). The next revision is currently expected in
19990

1990: 471 + 2305 x .fl.Q1USU~U Volume

nn-,TnfllUnl automatic defrost units are the most common
type sold today, and in the analysis that follows, this type
of unit is used as a prototype for evaluating the impact of
standardss For this product class without through-the-door

the formulas for maximum annual energy use
B V'ln../Ii"'Il/"i.ra.o1l"" are as follows:

1993: 355 + 16.0 x Adjusted Volume

For an 18 cubic foot unit with 20.5 cubic foot adjusted
these formulas give the following values for

maximum energy use levels and minimum allowable
energy factorso

where Use = 365 test days. As this expression an
efficient unit has a high EF value and therefore a low
annual UEC.

The measure of size used in these computations is an
to the volume of space

1.63 times the volume of freezer space. For eX~lmJ)1e,

if a unit an 18 cubic foot unit has 14 cubic feet of
~~'t~1I O'I(.'Io'1l"~tn~ space and 4 cubic feet of freezer space, the
adjusted volume is about 20.5 cubic feet (computed as
14 + 1.63 x 4). If a unit with 2005 cubic feet of adjusted
volume uses 1400 kWh per year under test its
energy factor is 5.3 as 20.5 x 365
/ If the same unit used 900 its energy factor
would be 8s3.

Minimum
Energy Factor

953
683

Maximum
Energy Use

1990
1993

Because surface area is less than proportional to 'If 'Io...J'J.Ul.B J lu~

energy factors for larger units win tend to be higher than
for smaller units that are comparably equipped 0 As a
result, minimum energy factor values must be computed
for a specified adjusted volumes

The basic function of a 'l!"'a.T'~ t"Il',Qo'il"'4I']j1l"n~ is

to create and maintain a with low
tenl1pe~raturt~S inside the unit cOlnoare;d
airs For a and the factors that
determine """'''-&''-1'-. energy use under test conditions are
the levels of waH and door compressor

heat fan efficiency, and
use of defrost heaters. Actual energy in the
home win vary somewhat with household usage "t'''H:&i"i"a.'1l''1''1lll:'

with inside the which are
and with the ambient conditions
which vary the year and

O'Pt~ratlon of HVAC Svs1temlS_

heat
outweH!h heat

the refrigerator shell far
associated with usage. As a result

Et-jr-icijen(~y n~JlUI.QLJl.1f'':llJl\~. A depiction of historical and forecast
data for energy factors of new refrigerator purchases is
presented in Figure 3 0
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3~ Technology Refrigerators

@ The historical data the average of aU
new units shipped in each year. These data are

the Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers 'l ... ....,IlC ....,L ......... " .... ,.

@ The best and worst
are for automatic defrost units in the

18 to 21 cubic foot range. These data come from the
AHAM of Certified and
Freezers.

@ The 1990 and 1993 standards are evaluated for a
mount unit with an adjusted volume of 20.5 cubic

and without features.

The state of technology disequilibrium is evident in these
data and from the summary data presented below in
Table 1. Units purchased in 1991 have an average energy
factor above 8, which is about twice the efficiency level of
older units After introduction of the

Residential

1990 standard, the efficiency range is narrowed
substantially. Finally, the 1993 standard demands a
substantial improvement, requiring a minimum energy
factor 11. As of the June 1991 AHAM directory,
there are no brand refrigerators available that meet
this standard.

.;g..",y ...... '... IiJ .... '........ a 22% increase in the number of households, the
forecast calls for a 30% decline in refrigerator energy
use. This is caused by a near doubling of average

These are only partly offset
increases in average size and changes in appliance features
related to rising household incomes and a continuation of
existing trends.

DSM Analysis. From an efficiency perspective, the clear
fact that emerges from Figure 3 is that refrigerators are in
a rapid transition and the appliance stock is in a state of
disequilibrium. The role of DSM programs in this fluid
situation win necessarily fluctuate.

During the early 1990's, the role of efficiency incentives
in new appliance purchases will be limited by the narrow
and rapidly shifting efficiency band. For example in 1991,
for the major product class, the efficiency range is from
energy factor 8 to 9, leaving little room for DSM
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DSM programs
units can be

energy use if fan energy use will
rise" This offset will be largest in cold where
homes will be in mode wen over 50% of the time"
If the home is this implies that more
than half of the energy will be offset an
increase in loads for a resistance with a
lesser offset of about 25 % for a heat-pump. If the home
has natural gas or fuel oil the offset will come in
the form of increased fuel use and a proportional increase
in fan energy for central svs;tetns~

To the extent that the decline in 'l!"~1"''ll''"1 rIl",t:l!\1!"of"ni"

coincident with the opt~ratm~

loads will decline,
Cl11tna1:es, this will be small for two

the season is relatively short,
annual coincidence factor of 15 % to 20 %.

equipment has a mechanical
of 2.0 or greater, which reduces the value of

the interaction proportionally.. As residential cooling
eCflllpltnelt1t efficiencies the importance of this
interaction will diminish.

Results from the REEPS national data base are displayed
in 4 and 5. For electricity, it is estimated that the
increase in refrigerator efficiency will lead to an increase
of about 7.7 tWh (5.1 %) in electric energy in the
year 2010" This is amplified by a .6 tWh increase in fan

Once the 1993 standards are in
aimed at of
eXl)ec'ted to some short-term energy CJUo'l'.LUl::.."'.

second programs win remain as a
source of DSM and energy these

of programs, the future role of DSM programs win
on further and the

response to these de'vellopInellts.

incentives. The 1993 standard forces the mlmmum
GTt-1..,.'S.~nr''l1 level to about 11, and it is not now known what
the range of will be in the mid 1990's.

Therma) Inte:ractions~ all to
motors and fans ends up as heat within the

home. As a an old inefficient -r~'tMn,~"r4.JItn~

can be of as a 2000 kWh per year
source of nfree heat. ff When such a unit is rel:)la(~ea

a new unit say 700 kWh per year, there is a
1300 kWh decline in internal heat

In the forecast it is assumed that energy
factor 15 ret'ng:er2ltolrs become available in the late 1990's.
HC)Wf~ve:r~ with no further of national stan~l.fct,s')

and without DSM the market share of
these units is estimated to remain at about 12% of
sales 2000.

To the extent that this decline is coincident with the heat
losses to the of
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energy use for central systems. These increases are
partially offset by an estimated savings of about 4.1 tWh
(3.4%) for cooling. Overall, the net impact is positive,
and averages about 8 % of the initial impact That is, for
each 100 kWh in refrigerator energy savings, there is
about an 8 kWh offset in increased electric HVAC loads.

and fan efficiency. Seasonal efficiencies are also sensitive
to weather conditions, with better average efficiencies in
cooler climates. As indicated in the analysis, these
programs could produce savings as large as 20 tWh by the
year 2000.

For natural gas, the increase in heating loads is about
100 tBtu, with an additional 30 tBtu for other fossil fuels ..
This is an increase of about 3.5% over what heating
energy use would be with constant refrigerator average
efficiency. Looked at differently, for each kWh of
electricity saved in reduced refrigerator energy
consumption, there is about 2.4 kBtu increase in fossil
energy use for heating. This occurs despite significant
improvements in the efficiency of fossil heating
equipment

Additional factors that impact energy use are home size,
occupancy patterns, thermostat settings, consumer income
levels, energy prices, the thermal efficiency of the
building envelope, and climatic factors including
temperature, humidity, and solar radiation.

Many manufacturers are beginning to introduce two-speed
and variable speed compressors. By reducing cycling
inefficiencies, these technologies improve SEER values,
although COP values at rated capacity are not necessarily
improved.

@ SEER 10.0 in 1992 for split systems

The minimum SEER values allowed by the national
standards for central air conditioning equipment are as
follows:

package units ..@ SEER 9.7 in 1993 for

Estimates of the tradeoff between efficiency and capital
costs have been prepared Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratories as part of economic analyses performed for
DOE. For central air conditioners, these tradeoff data are
presented in Figure 6. Each point on the curve represents
a specific design option in the LBL analysis.. With the
exception of the two labelled points, the gradations in
efficiency are achieved improved heat-exchange
surfaces on the condenser and evaporator coils. The
labelled points indicate changes in compressor design and
controls. This type of tradeoff or design-option data
provides useful background for constructing long-run
technology scenarios.

~1]rJ.Cllen(~y Standards. The national appliance efficiency
standards establish minimum allowable SEER levels for
classes of central air conditioning equipment. Efficiency
standards are in for 1992 for split systems (which
dominate the central air market) and 1993 for single
package equipment. A revision to these standards is
expect~~a in 1999..

The of central air like
has increased significantly over the last

20 yearso unlike refrigerators, existing national
standards do not the upper part of the C&1'"1"lII ..... -alA::lo'lI"'H""'{1

range0 In absence of a national standard, there is
Slg:mtJlCaJtlt room for DSM programs aimed at equipment

This is true in warm where
quick payback on

The two analysis issues for central air conditioners are
saturation and equipment efficiency changes related to
DSM programs and future standards. Secondary issues are
the thermal efficiency of homes, and thermal interactions
with other uses.. The importance of these issues varies
CI~1l"';!""I>1Il"'!l1.,.fi'l1 with climate.

~'t't1""'1~::&1"l(,\"T investments.

Central Air Conditioner Analysis

levels for central air
conditioners are measured a seasonal energy \,IA.lULv.ll.\,IJUvy

ratio This the ratio of Btu of heat removed
per Watthour of across the range
of conditions the cooling season. The
SEER is a direct measure, and a larger value

a more efficient As an the
average SEER value for units sold in 1987 was about
9.0 Btu/Watthouf. lms is below the minimum value of

which is set the 1992 standard.

'.i'e~~h1liOI()2Y Issue5$ The major factors that determine the
errlcu~nc:y of air equipment are compressor

size and efficiency of heat exchange surfaces,

Efficiency Analysis. Figure 7 presents a depiction of
historical and forecast data for SEER values of central air
conditioning equipment purchased each year9
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As discussed above in the section on refrigerators, the
interaction between internal gains and HVAC loads is of
primary importance on the heating side. However, the
interaction with cooling are significant. Any DSM
programs that increase the efficiency of non-HVAC
equipment will imply lower internal gains from these
sources. This in tum will lower cooling loads and the
potential savings from cooling equipment efficiency gains.

InteractiO:DS0 The main factors that interact with air
conditioning equipment efficiency are thermal efficiency
and internal gains from other end uses. Without DSM
programs or national standards, the thermal efficiency of
homes is forecast to improve by about 5% over the next
20 yearse Any additional improvement will lower the
forecast and reduce the incremental value of standards and
DSM impacts for equipment efficiency.

@ The historical data on average efficiency of new units
are from the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute

The range for the units comes from the
ARIe Directory of Certified Unitary Air Conditioners.

@ The forecasts are outputs of REEPS 2.0. These
forecasts assume imposition of the 1992 standard, but
assume that no further standard is imposed.

According to the analysis, the 1992 standards will lead to
a modest increase in average efficiency of new units, from
the existing level of about 9 to a level between 10 and 11.

as discussed above, these standards are not
pressing against the high-efficiency end of the technology
spectrum. In fact, a large number of units with SEER
values above 12 are currently available. In the analysis,
these high efficiency units are not projected to capture a
large market costs of the

Water Heater nalysis

• Redu.ce Losses9 Measures that reduce
stand-by losses include increased tank efficiency,
water heater tank wrap, use of heat traps, and pipe
wrap near the heater unit.

Unlike refrigerators and central air conditioners, the
efficiency range for electric resistance water heaters is
limited. As a result, the key forecasting issues focus on
market share more than on efficiency. With the imposition
of standards in the efficiency range is narrowed

l1n1rllv'u,a a limited role for DSM programs that
involve the heating unit directly. However, there are
several programs promoting add-on measures that
have large potential savings. The measures fall into four
classes $

@ Install Flow The main devices are
low-flow shower heads and faucet aerators.

Even in the presence of the 1992
DSM programs can a role in

the air market The presented below
shows the cumulative of a DSM scenario that adds
about 2 to the average SEER of new PUt·Cl1~lses bei~mml1lg

in 1990~ The results are in 8.

In the base case, central air use
heat pumps in grows

sUfJ,staJntulliV from under 80 tWh to over 110 tWh. This
reflects a central
shares in new and conversion
in homes. In the DSM

plP.i"'t~U"lI~'" use is reduced 19 tWh in which is a
17 % reduction in annual power for this end
use~

111e of the
det~en(1s on several factors.
well as thermal
standards. For 8, a second base
forecast is of a 1999 standard
at a SEER level of 12~ In this case, the DSM program

in the year 2010 is the
reduced role of DSM in a tecnnlolo12V scenario with more
C!T'i3"'111il"lirl1,Cl>1il"lit' &:l>TTlIi"'16~nI'1'" standardss

lhe for DSM will vary across J.lli..IJ;;.I'Ull,i:), re~rlectrnlg

differences in climatee These differences imply wide
variation in annual hours and air conditioning

which in tum the economics of efficiency

@ Install Water Efficient The main
appliances using hot water are clothes washers and
dish washers.

® Red.uce Tank This action reduces
stand-by losses and also reduces the amount of energy
required for appliance-related uses.

Ei]riCi,en(~y DefinitioDe Efficiency levels for water heaters
are measured by an energy factor (EF) that gives the ratio
of delivered heat to the full heat content of fuel input.
These energy factors are measured under test conditions
assuming a usage level of 64 gallons of hot water per day.
Under the old test a temperature difference of
90 degrees was used for equipment rating, but this was

2" 112 - Hummel and McMenamin
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to 70 in 1990. Since most historical
ettlCl(~nc:y data are recorded with the old test procedure,
all values discussed here use this as a reference

For electric resistance water energy factors for
units of about 50 in size that were sold in 1989

from a low energy factor of ~74 to a value of

ectU:10,10~[Y Issues" The basic function of a water heater
is to add heat to water and maintain a tenlPeratlure
(Uiter~ent:lal, with inside the storage tank
COlrnpare;Q to the air. The main factor that
determines the of electric water heaters is the

and level of tank insulation. A second factor is the
presence or absence of heat which minimize
between water and the tank..

Water heater energy usage win vary with household usage
with level settings, which are

DlanWlUY corltro~11~ci~ and with unit location and climate.
Also are the presence of low-flow devices, hot
water pipe wrap, and other appliances that use hot water,
such as dish washers and clothes washers.

Other technologies that have small market shares
may become increasingly popular during the forecast
These include heat pump water instantaneous
water units, and integrated systems
combined with HVAC Analysis of these
teclmJ010121t~S is not covered heree

Et-jrici,en(~y ~·wld9l:rc.l:S9 The efficiency standards establish
minimum allowable energy factorse A 1990 standard is
("OH'li'~"""1"~tl"U in and a revision is expected in 1996e For
electric the most common water heaters have tank
sizes of about 50 gallons.. For units of this the 1990
standard requires a minimum energy factor of ,,889 (This
limit applies under the old test procedure.. Under the new
procedure, the limit is .86.)

Er-1ticl,en(~y tl~U~tJlV::::ti;:" .. A of historical and forecast
data for water heater energy factors is presented in
Figure 9. The historical data are derived from
manufacturer surveys conducted DOE.
indicate that the average efficiency of new units in the
1970's was about 80%. This drifted upward during the
1980's, reflecting a transition to higher levels of insulation
and the use of foam rather than fiberglass insulation. The

Residential
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1990 in essence, takes units with less than the
equivalent of 3 inches of fiberglass insulation off the
market

Data for the most efficient units are derived from the Gas
ApipH,anc~e Manufacturers Association (GAMA) Directory
of Certified Data for 1990 indicate a
narrow range between the standard at 88 % and the most
efficient electric at 96 %

The REEPS national forecast assumes that the 1990
standard remains in and that there is no further
standard. the influence of real energy and
other factors, there is a modest efficiency improvement
above the with energy factors for new units
mCJreas:m2 to about 91 % 2010.

DSM The technology scenario
9 indicates the limited role for DSM

programs aimed at efficiency for electric
resistance water heater units, especially after imposition of
the 1990 standard. Still there is substantial room for DSM
J<. ............~"" ................. that relate to usage levels, cycling programs, and
programs advanced technologies.
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To illustrate the interaction between DSM potential and
equipment efficiency standards, the following analysis was
conducted for water heater blankets. The three design
options used in the analysis have energy factors of .80,
.89, and .94. Reference data for these units are provided
below, with and without addition of an R6 blanket.

Usage Stand-by With kWh
Energy Loss Wrap Savings
(kWh) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh)

EF .80 4000 1000 600 400
EF .89 4000 500 320 180
EF .94 4000 250 150 100

In all cases, the economics of water heater blankets
remain acceptable. For example, with blanket cost set at
about $18, and with electricity at $.07 per kWh, the
payback period is about 8 months for the .80 EF unit, and
about 2.5 years with the .94 EF urnt.

The market shares for the design options depend on
assumptions about the costs of these options, consumer
decision rules, and national efficiency standards. In the
first scenario, the 1990 standard eliminates the .80
efficiency factor option. In the second scenario, an
additional standard is introduced in 1996 that eliminates



the .89 energy factor option. The technical potential for
savings from water heater blankets under these two
scenarios are presented in Figure 10.

As the data in Figure 10 indicate, the initial technical
potential from water heater blankets is a little over 8 tWh.
In the first case, with no further standard, the technical
potential declines to a about 6 tWh by the year 2010. In
the second case, with a introduction of a strong standard
in 1996, technical potential declines to about 4 tWh in
2010. This occurs despite a strong increase in the number
of electric water heaters from about 32 million in 1987 to
almost 50 million in 2010.

onclusion

The three analysis examples presented above show clearly
the value of long-run technology scenarios. These types of
scenarios provide necessary background for the analysis of
efficiency standard impacts and DSM program potentiaL
In the presence of strong and evolving national appliance
efficiency standards, the role of DSM programs will
necessarily be limited to actions beyond the standards. For
long-run program planning, for integrated resource
planning, and for long-run forecasting, it is important to
understand these interactions and the limits they place on
DSM potE~ntHiL

In addition to the direct technology scenarios, an
understanding of interactions between appliance efficiency
and HVAC loads is also important These interactions are
significant for both heating and cooling, and can be
especially large on the heating side in cold climates. An
un~ae1:'stanam2 of these interactions is important from the
perspective of short-term evaluation~ and also for

the fun of standards and
DSM programs as forecast
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